
Q4 Year-End Report:

Metro Vancouver

2014 drew to a close – and how the world was changing! 
In October our dollar was just shy of $1.12 against the 
greenback. Fast-forward to year’s end: We ended up 
around $1.18. Right now we’re pushing $1.24, Canadian 
for a US Dollar. 

Currency drop combines with sharply lower oil prices 
to cloud Canada’s economy

At the same time as our dollar fell, the price of crude 
oil dropped from just over $80 a barrel to close the 
year around $50. What the economic impact will be 
on Canada is not yet clear, but it could make our oil 

and Saskatchewan will be serious; likely to the rest of 

US companies to set up shop in Canada – but it’s far too 

be.   

Positive absorption not maintained in Q4

total negative absorption for 2014 of 1,083,779 SF. We 
also reported 19 buildings under construction at the end 

buildings under construction at the beginning of 2014, 
meaning 12 were completed. Given the twelve new 
buildings completed construction in 2014, I am not too 
concerned about the negative absorption of space for the 
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Stats from Altus InSite as of December 31, 2014

Disclaimer: This report contains information available to the public and NAI Commercial accepts no responsibility if this should prove not to be the case. No warranty or representation, express 
or implied, is made to the accuracy or completeness of the information contained herein. The same is submitted subject to errors, omissions, change of price, rental or other conditions, 
withdrawals without notice.



Inventory up slightly from Q3

Deals of 2014

In 2014 725 Granville Street seemed to make the 
most news, with Microsoft committing to 145,000 SF, 
Sony consolidating premises into 75,000 SF and Miller 

at 149 West 4th avenue, and CMW Insurance being the 

As we start the year, and as landlords complete their 
budgets, tenants may be wondering what will happen to 

costs per area, per class is shown in the table at right.

we would be happy to print a list and show you. We 
do caution that, when reviewing the numbers for the 
suburban market, the numbers are skewed in part 

A class numbers tend to be a lower estimate.  It is also 
a good time to remind you that the Suburban category 

Shore and Richmond. 

In determining operating budgets, it is important to 
remain competitive, especially when a property is faced 



For more information…

To learn more about NAI Commercial, Rob 
DesBrisay and the many ways we can help 
with your commercial real estate needs, 
please call (604) 691-6602.
 
You can also reach us by email at
rob@naicommercial.ca or visit us online at
www.naicommercial.ca

NAI Commercial Vancouver
#100 – 535 Thurlow Street

Vancouver, BC  Canada V6E 3L2
(604) 683-7535

www.naicommercial.ca

NAI Commercial – we’re here to help

it takes to make it easy for you to attain your objectives. Whether you want to retain us to represent your interests, are 
simply curious to learn more about our services, or would like us to provide a free opinion on your current properties or 
leases – we are here to help with good, honest advice.    

Regards,

Rob DesBrisay


